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Round the Hidden Coast of Northern Ireland From A to Z May 16
2021 David's third A to Z guide to the Northern Ireland coastline
finds him travelling the entire length of the coast from
Derry/Londonderry all the way to Newry, following in the footsteps
of the Rev. Canon Hugh Forde who published Round the Coast of
Northern Ireland in 1928. In "Round the Hidden Coast of Northern
Ireland From A to Z" David Leslie returns to the land of his
previous two books. This time David takes an orderly route around
the entire coastline revisiting many of Forde's selections and
supplementing this new guide with several of his own choices.Why
"Hidden"?David has tried to pick out locations, people, stories and
events that may have otherwise escaped the attention of the general
public. There's a wart well, a dolmen not marked on maps, a oncefamous honey industry, an organ powered by water, a top secret
legacy from the Cold War, an award-winning viewpoint, a beach
that can sing and a headland that sighs, a cabin lit by love and
sunshine, a courthouse building that left one county for another, an
ancient monument in a front garden, a tombolo, a disabled rocking
stone, the story of the Belfast Bap, a deadly duel, a witchcraft trial, a
secret garden, a narrow escape for a teenager, a cemetery without
any bodies, a lost kingdom, a wood-working widow, a nineteenth
century massacre, a costly error on the world's biggest ocean liner,

an evergreen oak tree, a forgotten poet, a strangely-tolling bell, a
boulder that flew with the flick of a finger and a squeeze gut and
that's not all.The result is a book that tours the length of Northern
Ireland's coast offering around a hundred or so destinations, many of
which don't usually get a mention in the tourist guides.Also
available from David Leslie: The Antrim Coast From A to ZThe
Coasts of Down and Derry From A to Z
How the Troubles Came to Northern Ireland Dec 11 2020 In a new
book about Northern Ireland historian Peter Rose argues that if
Harold Wilson's government in the late sixties had pursued a
different policy the province might have been spared The Troubles.
Wilson had promised the Catholics that they would be granted their
civil rights. However, new evidence suggests that Westminster was
deliberately gagged to prevent MPs demanding that the Stormont
administration ended discrimination in the province. Had the
government acted on intelligence of growing Catholic unrest, it
could have prevented the rise of the Provisional IRA without
provoking an unmanageable Protestant backlash. The book draws
upon recently released official documents and interviews with many
key politicians and civil servants of the period to examine the failure
of British policy to prevent the troubles.
The Dynamics of Conflict in Northern Ireland Sep 19 2021 The
authors provide a comprehensive and original interpretation of the
Northern Ireland conflict.
Plural Identities--singular Narratives Dec 23 2021 Northern
Ireland is frequently characterised in terms of a two traditions
paradigm, representing the conflict as being between two discrete
cultures. Demonstrating the reductionist nature of this argument, this
book highlights the complexity of reality.
Say Nothing Apr 26 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
From the author of Empire of Pain—a stunning, intricate narrative
about a notorious killing in Northern Ireland and its devastating
repercussions "Masked intruders dragged Jean McConville, a 38-

year-old widow and mother of 10, from her Belfast home in 1972. In
this meticulously reported book—as finely paced as a novel—Keefe
uses McConville's murder as a prism to tell the history of the
Troubles in Northern Ireland. Interviewing people on both sides of
the conflict, he transforms the tragic damage and waste of the era
into a searing, utterly gripping saga." —New York Times Book
Review Jean McConville's abduction was one of the most notorious
episodes of the vicious conflict known as The Troubles. Everyone in
the neighborhood knew the I.R.A. was responsible. But in a climate
of fear and paranoia, no one would speak of it. In 2003, five years
after an accord brought an uneasy peace to Northern Ireland, a set of
human bones was discovered on a beach. McConville's children
knew it was their mother when they were told a blue safety pin was
attached to the dress--with so many kids, she had always kept it
handy for diapers or ripped clothes. Patrick Radden Keefe's
mesmerizing book on the bitter conflict in Northern Ireland and its
aftermath uses the McConville case as a starting point for the tale of
a society wracked by a violent guerrilla war, a war whose
consequences have never been reckoned with. The brutal violence
seared not only people like the McConville children, but also I.R.A.
members embittered by a peace that fell far short of the goal of a
united Ireland, and left them wondering whether the killings they
committed were not justified acts of war, but simple murders. From
radical and impetuous I.R.A. terrorists such as Dolours Price, who,
when she was barely out of her teens, was already planting bombs in
London and targeting informers for execution, to the ferocious
I.R.A. mastermind known as The Dark, to the spy games and dirty
schemes of the British Army, to Gerry Adams, who negotiated the
peace but betrayed his hardcore comrades by denying his I.R.A.
past--Say Nothing conjures a world of passion, betrayal, vengeance,
and anguish. Look for Patrick Radden Keefe's latest bestseller,
Empire of Pain
The Law and Practice of the Ireland-Northern Ireland Protocol Jun

28 2022 The Ireland-Northern Ireland Protocol, part of the
Withdrawal Agreement concluded between the European Union and
the United Kingdom, is intended to address the difficult and
complex impact of Brexit on the island of Ireland, North and South,
and between Ireland and Great Britain. It has become an
exceptionally important, if controversial, part of the new
architecture that governs the relationship between the UK and the
EU more generally, covering issues that range from trade flows to
free movement, from North-South Co-operation to the protection of
human rights, from customs arrangements to democratic oversight
by the Northern Ireland Assembly. This edited collection offers
insights from a wide array of academic experts and practitioners in
each of the various areas of legal practice that the Protocol affects,
providing a comprehensive examination of the Protocol in all its
legal dimensions, drawing on international law, European Union
Law, and domestic constitutional and public law. This title is also
available as Open Access.
A Treatise on Northern Ireland, Volume III Nov 29 2019 The Good
Friday Agreement deserved the attention the world gave it, even if it
was not always accurately understood. After its ratification in two
referendums, for the first time in history political institutions
throughout the island of Ireland rested upon the freely given assent
of majorities of all the peoples on the island. It marked, it was
hoped, the full political decolonization of Ireland. Whether Ireland
would reunify, or whether Northern Ireland remain in union with
Great Britain now rested on the will of the people of Ireland, North
and South respectively: a complex mode of power-sharing addressed
the self-determination dispute. The concluding volume of Brendan
O'Leary's A Treatise on Northern Ireland explains the making of this
settlement, and the many failed initiatives that preceded it under
British direct rule. Long-term structural and institutional changes
and short-term political maneuvers are given their due in this lively
but comprehensive assessment. The Anglo-Irish Agreement is

identified as the political tipping point, itself partially the outcome
of the hunger strikes of 1980-81 that had prevented the
criminalization of republicanism. Until 2016 the prudent judgment
seemed to be that the Good Friday Agreement had broadly worked,
eventually enabling Sinn Féin and the DUP to share power, with
intermittent attention from the sovereign governments. Cultural
Catholics appeared content if not in love with the Union with Great
Britain. But the decision to hold a referendum on the UK's
membership of the European Union has collaterally damaged and
destabilized the Good Friday Agreement. That, in turn, has shaped
the UK's tortured exit negotiations with the European Union. In
appraising these recent events and assessing possible futures,
readers will find O'Leary's distinctive angle of vision clear, sharp,
unsentimental, and unsparing of reputations, in keeping with the
mastery of the historical panoramas displayed throughout this
treatise.
The Media and Northern Ireland Apr 02 2020 An exploration of the
relationship between the broadcast media and political events in
Northern Ireland. Contributors examine a range of issues, including
the broadcasting ban, Ulster Unionism and British journalism, the
Gibraltar killings and coverage of the conflict by Dublin journalists.
The Troubles in Ballybogoin Aug 26 2019 Why are the political
polarities of Northern Ireland so intractable? Why, in a society riven
by class division, do Northern Ireland's people identify most
strongly with the nationalist and religious groupings of British
Protestant versus Irish Catholic? Why, after over thirty years of
violence and death, is dialogue about the future so difficult to create
and sustain? In The Troubles in Ballybogoin, William F. Kelleher
Jr. examines the patterns of avoidance and engagement deployed by
people in the western region of Northern Ireland and compares them
to colonial patterns of settlement and retreat. The book shows how
social memories inform and are strengthened by mundane aspects of
daily life—the paths people use to move through communal spaces,

the bodily movements involved in informal social encounters that
mark political identities, and the "holiday" marches that displace
citizens for the day and divide cross-community friendships. The
Troubles in Ballybogoin is the story of Ireland, its historical
conundrums, its violence. It details the location of historical
memory in the politics of the everyday and the colonial modernities
that so often nurture long-term conflict. ". . . Bill Kelleher brings the
reader in to the heart of Northern Ireland and its long, tragic conflict.
Northern Ireland, in all its complexity, is authentically rendered." Robert Connolly, writer and co-director, The Road to Reconciliation
". . . this exemplary ethnography is among the best books on
Northern Ireland, and one of the very few that makes human sense
of daily sectarian life." -Lawrence Taylor, National University of
Ireland, Maynooth "More than a tour-a moving narrative." -David
Stark, Columbia University "This is a wonderful contribution to
Irish studies, postcolonial studies, and anthropology." -Begoña
Arétxaga, University of Texas, Austin "It is a book that will be
widely read and greatly appreciated." --David Lloyd, Scripps
College
Northern Ireland Jul 18 2021 Thomas Hennessey traces the long
course of events that led to the climactic events in Northern Ireland
of October 1968 and after, giving a step by step account of how the
bright promises of the 1960s were shown to be false.
Northern Ireland Since 1969 Dec 31 2019 The conflict in Northern
Ireland since 1969 has cost over 3,600 lives and about 100,000
people in Northern Ireland live in a household where someone has
been injured in a troubles-related incident. This has been a key issue
in British and Irish politics and the recent peace process in Northern
Ireland and the current ‘War on Terrorism’ has stimulated
international involvement and a desire to ‘learn the lessons’ of ‘the
troubles’. Although Northern Ireland has a population of just 1.5
million people it is one of the most researched territories of the
world. There is considerable controversy over the interpretation of

the history of Northern Ireland, not least since 1969. This new
addition to the Seminar Studies in History Series provides a
comprehensive introduction to the difficult topic, reviewing
different perspectives on the recent history of the conflict in
Northern Ireland while at the same time providing an authoritative
overview. Each book in the Seminar Studies in History series
provides a concise and reliable introduction to complex events and
debates. Written by acknowledged experts and supported by extracts
from historical Documents, a Chronology, Glossary, Who’s Who of
key figures and Guide to Further Reading, Seminar Studies in
History are the essential guides to understanding a topic.
The Politics of Northern Ireland May 28 2022 In this book, one of
the leading authorities on contemporary Northern Ireland politics
provides an original, sophisticated and innovative examination of
the post-Belfast agreement political landscape. Written in a fluid,
witty and accessible style, this book explores: how the Belfast
Agreement has changed the politics of Northern Ireland whether the
peace process is still valid the problems caused by the language of
politics in Northern Ireland the conditions necessary to secure
political stability the inability of unionists and republicans to share
the same political discourse the insights that political theory can
offer to Northern Irish politics the future of key political parties and
institutions.
In Search of a State Jan 30 2020 This is a courageous examination
of the monolith of Northern Catholicism and of the intricate realities
behind it. Based on extensive interviews, This is the first study of
the Catholic community in Northern Ireland. "This is an important
book, A com
Making Sense of the Troubles Jul 30 2022 Compellingly written and
even-handed in its judgments, this is by far the clearest account of
what has happened through the years in the Northern Ireland
conflict, and why. After a chapter of background on the period from
1921 to 1963, it covers the ensuing period—the descent into

violence, the hunger strikes, the Anglo-Irish accord, the bombers in
England—to the present shaky peace process. Behind the deluge of
information and opinion about the conflict, there is a straightforward
and gripping story. Mr. McKittrick and Mr. McVea tell that story
clearly, concisely, and, above all, fairly, avoiding intricate detail in
favor of narrative pace and accessible prose. They describe and
explain a lethal but fascinating time in Northern Ireland's history,
which brought not only death, injury, and destruction but enormous
political and social change. They close on an optimistic note,
convinced that while peace—if it comes—will always be imperfect,
a corner has now been decisively turned. The book includes a
detailed chronology, statistical tables, and a glossary of terms.
The Nationalists of Northern Ireland, 1918-1973 Mar 14 2021 This
is the first full-length study of the nationalists in Northern Ireland in
the period 1918-1973. It draws upon substantial original research,
including much material which has never been published elsewhere.
Enda Staunton has traced all the major strands within northern
nationalism - constitutionalist, labourist and militant republican. He
examines the complex relationships between them, and with the
principal power entities of Irish nationalism, the southern state and
the Roman Catholic Church.
Northern Ireland Mar 26 2022 The complete history of Northern
Ireland from the Irish Civil War to Brexit “A wonderful book,
beautifully written. . . . Informative and incisive.”—Irish Times
After two decades of relative peace following the Good Friday
Agreement of 1998, the Brexit referendum in 2016 reopened the
Northern Ireland question. In this thoughtful and engaging book,
Feargal Cochrane considers the region’s troubled history from the
struggle for Irish independence in the nineteenth century to the
present. New chapters explain the reasons for the suspension of
devolved government at Stormont in 2017 and its restoration in
2020 as well as the consequences for Northern Ireland of Britain’s
decision to leave the European Union. Providing a complete account

of the province’s hundred-year history, this book is essential reading
to understand the present dimensions of the Northern Irish conflict.
Northern Ireland Oct 01 2022 From the Plantation of Ulster in the
seventeenth century to the entry into peace talks in the late twentieth
century the Northern Irish people have been engaged in conflict Catholic against Protestant, Republican against Unionist. The
traumas of violence in the Northern Ireland Troubles have cast a
long shadow. For many years, this appeared to be an intractable
conflict with no pathway out. Mass mobilisations of people and
dramatic political crises punctuated a seemingly endless succession
of bloodshed. When in the 1990s and early 21st century, peace was
painfully built, it brought together unlikely rivals, making Northern
Ireland a model for conflict resolution internationally. But
disagreement about the future of the province remains, and for the
first time in decades one can now seriously speak of a democratic
end to the Union between Northern Ireland and Great Britain as a
foreseeable possibility. The Northern Ireland problem remains a
fundamental issue as the United Kingdom recasts its relationship
with Europe and the world. In this completely revised edition of his
Very Short Introduction Marc Mulholland explores the pivotal
moments in Northern Irish history - the rise of republicanism in the
1800s, Home Rule and the civil rights movement, the growth of
Sinn Fein and the provisional IRA, and the DUP, before bringing
the story up to date, drawing on newly available memoirs by
paramilitary militants to offer previously unexplored perspectives,
as well as recent work on Nothern Irish gender relations.
Mulholland also includes a new chapter on the state of affairs in 21st
Century Northern Ireland, considering the question of Irish unity in
the light of both Brexit and the approaching anniversary of the 1921
partition, and drawing new lessons for the future. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a

new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
Tracing Your Northern Irish Ancestors Oct 09 2020 Tracing Your
Northern Irish Ancestors is an expert introduction for the family
historian to the wealth of material available to researchers in
archives throughout Northern Ireland. Many records, like the early
twentieth-century census returns and school registers, will be
familiar to researchers, but others are often overlooked by all but the
most experienced of genealogists. An easy-to-use, informative guide
to the comprehensive collections available at the Public Record
Office of Northern Ireland is a key feature of Ian Maxwell's
handbook. He also takes the reader through the records held in many
libraries, museums and heritage centers across the province, and he
provides detailed coverage of records that are available online.
Unlike the rest of the British Isles, which has very extensive civil
and census records, Irish ancestral research is hampered by the
destruction of many of the major collections. Yet Ian Maxwell
shows how family historians can make good use of church records,
school registers and land and valuation records to trace their roots to
the beginning of the nineteenth century and beyond.
Government and Politics of Northern Ireland Jun 16 2021
Northern Ireland Politics Jan 12 2021 This book provides an
immediately accessible introduction to the multi-faceted nature of
the politics of Northern Ireland. It is written by acknowledged
experts of the political scene in the region.
The Twilight of Unionism Oct 21 2021 The crisis of Ulster
Unionism and the future of Northern Ireland The fissures that have
split the United Kingdom in the last decades have run through
Northern Ireland. Since the 1998 Good Friday Agreement, the
fragile peace has been threatened by Brexit, the rise and fall of the D
U P and the failure of power-sharing arrangement between the main
parties at the Stormont Assembly. As the very future of Northern

Ireland is now in jeopardy, will Britain face up to its imperial legacy
and address the deep inequalities that remain in the aftermath of the
Troubles, and the uneven development of the 'New Ireland'?
Geoffrey Bells offers an insightful history of Ulster Unionism from
the 1960s to the present day. In recent years this has come to a crisis
point. What is the future of the Union in the post-Brexit reality?
How will the relationship between Northern Ireland and
Westminster develop? Can the United Kingdom survive?
Making Sense of the Troubles Jan 24 2022 First published ten
years ago, Making Sense of the Troubles is widely regarded as the
most comprehensive, considered and compassionate history of the
Troubles in Northern Ireland. Written by a distinguished journalist
and a teacher of history in Northern Ireland, it surveys the roots of
the problems from 1921 onwards, the descent into violence in the
late 60s, and the three terrible decades that followed. David
McKittrick and David McVea have now fully updated the book to
take into account the momentous events of the last ten years,
including the disbanding of the IRA, Ian Paisley's deal with the
Republicans and the historic power-sharing government in Belfast.
'Indispensable for anyone who wants an account of the whole
period.' Jonathan Powell, Tony Blair's chief negotiator with Sinn
Fein and the IRA 'McKittrick is one of the most respected of
journalists and McVea is an experienced, highly knowledgeable
politics teacher. The style is lucid and accessible, showing
admirable balance and calmness.' Professor Richard English 'A
vivid, coherent, fair account of this incoherent and violently unfair
period. Its chronology is a rich tapestry in its own right.' Observer
'Comprehensive and compassionate.' Irish Times 'Extraordinarily
well-balanced, sane, comprehensive and rich in sober
understatement.' Glasgow Herald 'Given the impact and success of
their previous work Lost Lives it was a lot to expect a book of equal
standing and credibility. But this does not disappoint.' Sunday
Business Post 'Frank, accurate and authoritative, the authors provide

understanding of motivation, empathy for victims and meticulous
scholarship.' Irish Independent 'A book combining vast journalistic
expertise and historical perspective in a rich and seamless web judicious, comprehensive and compassionate.' Professor Paul Arthur
Writing the North Jul 26 2019
The Literature of Northern Ireland Jul 06 2020 Through close
readings of texts by playwright Anne Devlin, poet Medbh
McGuckian, and novelist Anna Burns, this book examines the ways
Irish cultural production has been disturbed by partition. Ruprecht
Fadem argues that literary texts address this tension through
spectral, bordered metaphors and juxtapositions of the ancient and
the contemporary.
Intimidation and the Control of Conflict Northern Ireland Jun 04
2020 Visitors to Northern Ireland are often surprised by its
confusing mixture of day-to-day normality and general violence.
When internment was introduced in August 1971 , for example,
hordes of reporters were diverted from the world's other trouble
spots to Belfast. They were driven from the airport through sunny
peaceful countryside into a city busy with shoppers. Around the
hotels favoured by visiting journalists, there were few obvious signs
of disruption or violence. Yet less than a mile away, as they soon
discovered, people were being killed and injured and more than
2,000 families had been forced by intimidation to evacuate their
homes during the month of August. The peace and the violence were
aspects of the same reality. One was as characteristic of Northern
Ireland as the other. The co-existence of normality and abnormality
in such a small space is one of Northern Ireland's many
contradictions, and is rooted in the dynamics of conflict and in the
relationship between conflict and violence. The core of this book is
three communities in Northern Ireland. The experiences of people
living in them are not typical. On the contrary, they have
experienced much higher levels of violence, and live closer to the
conflict than most people in the province. All three have suffered

greatly from intimidation and the population movements which
followed it. It was for this reason they were chosen, for the research
aims to examine the process of community conflict through its most
violent expression, and the ability of people to deal with its
aftermath. What actually happens in a community which is
experiencing violent disruption? What are the mechanisms and
controls which enable a return to some sort of normality? The
emphasis throughout is on interactions and relationships at local
level. Discussions of "the Northern Irish conflict" often concentrate
on its political and international dimensions at the expense of its
operation at ground level. The intention here is to examine the
relationships between local interactions and these broader
dimensions. The author argues that long familiarity with community
conflict in Northern Ireland has led to the evolution of effective
mechanisms to control relationships between the two communities;
that these mechanisms are essentially local; and that their efficiency
and variety hold the key to explaining why a conflict of such
duration has not produced more serious levels of violence. They
amount to a major and effective safeguard against the conflict
expanding into a genocidal war.
Children of "the Troubles Nov 09 2020 A collection of young
people's experiences of the violence in Northern Ireland shares their
thoughts on growing up with fear
Northern Ireland-- in Pictures Feb 22 2022 Introduces the
topography, history, society, economy, and governmental structure
of Northern Ireland.
A Difficult Birth Aug 19 2021 On the eve of the centenary of the
foundation of the Northern Ireland state in 2021, this significant
work examines the major political developments of this short and
momentous period in Irish history. By necessity, it also explores the
multi-faceted nature of the communal violence that blighted the
North in its early years. The author concludes by investigating the
1925 findings of the Boundary Commission, as well as assessing the

legacy of what was to become Northern Ireland.
Spirit of '58 Oct 28 2019 In the summer of 1958, tiny Northern
Ireland stood just one game away from a semi-final appearance in
the World Cup against the mighty Brazil. Including interviews with
players, the book finally tells the full story of Northern Ireland's
greatest ever team.
After the Peace Aug 07 2020 The 1998 Belfast Agreement promised
to release citizens of Northern Ireland from the grip of
paramilitarism. However, almost a decade later, Loyalist
paramilitaries were still on the battlefield. After the Peace examines
the delayed business of Loyalist demilitarization and explains why it
included more fits than starts in the decade since formal peace and
how Loyalist paramilitary recalcitrance has affected everyday
Loyalists. Drawing on interviews with current and former Loyalist
paramilitary men, community workers, and government officials,
Carolyn Gallaher charts the trenchant divisions that emerged during
the run-up to peace and thwart demilitarization today. After the
Peace demonstrates that some Loyalist paramilitary men want to
rebuild their communities and join the political process. They pledge
a break with violence and the criminality that sustained their
struggle. Others vow not to surrender and refuse to set aside their
guns. These units operate under a Loyalist banner but increasingly
resemble criminal fiefdoms. In the wake of this internecine power
struggle, demilitarization has all but stalled. Gallaher documents the
battle for the heart of Loyalism in varied settings, from the attempt
to define Ulster Scots as a language to deadly feuds between UVF,
UDA, and LVF contingents. After the Peace brings the story of
Loyalist paramilitaries up to date and sheds light on the residual
violence that persists in the post-accord era.
Northern Ireland: A Very Short Introduction Apr 14 2021 From
the Plantation of Ulster in the seventeenth century to the entry into
peace talks in the late twentieth century the Northern Irish people
have been engaged in conflict - Catholic against Protestant,

Republican against Unionist. Marc Mulholland explores the pivotal
moments in Northern Irish history - the rise of republicanism in the
1800s, Home Rule and the civil rights movement, the growth of
Sinn Fein and the provisional IRA, and of the opposition, the DUP,
led by Dr. Ian Paisley. His detailed examination of the violent
upheaval of the last century, epitomized by the killing of 13 civilian
demonstrators on Bloody Sunday, culminates in the controversy
surrounding the current ongoing peace process. Over 300 years on,
the question still remains: can two identities and national allegiances
be accommodated in the same state without oppression, rebellion, or
violence? ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect
way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Beyond Belfast Jun 24 2019 Offbeat, charming, and filled with
humour and insight, Beyond Belfast is the story of one man’s
misguided attempt at walking the Ulster Way, “the longest
waymarked trail in the British Isles.” It’s a journey that takes Will
Ferguson through the small towns and half-forgotten villages of
Northern Ireland, along rugged coastlines and across barren
moorland heights, past crumbling castles and patchwork farms.From
IRA pubs to Protestant marches, from bandits and bad weather to
banshees and blood sausage, he wades into the thick of things,
providing an affectionate and heartfelt look at one of the most
misunderstood corners of the world. As the grandson of a Belfast
orphan, Will also peels back the myths and realities of his own
family history—a mysterious photograph, rumours of a lost
inheritance. The truth, when it comes, is both surprising and funny
…
Politics of Northern Ireland May 04 2020 The political scene in
Northern Ireland is constantly evolving. This book reflects the most

recent changes and synthesises some of the best thinking on the
subject. It provides an overview of the politics of Northern Ireland,
including detailed coverage of the institutional structure under the
Good Friday Agreement and an evaluation of how the institutions
operated in practice. Opening with the historical context and
discussion of the nature of the conflict, the standpoints of unionism,
nationalism, loyalism and republicanism are explored. The evolution
of political initiatives since the 1970s is traced, leading to the peace
process of the 1990s and culminating in the Good Friday Agreement
in 1998. The period of devolution in Northern Ireland (1999-2002)
is evaluated, and the book concludes with coverage of political
developments post-suspension, paying particular attention to the ongoing debate on changes to the Agreement and the prospects for
power-sharing.
A History of Northern Ireland, 1920-1996 Sep 27 2019 Founded
upon the partition of Ireland in 1920, Northern Ireland experienced
50 years of nervous peace under the rule of a devolved government
in Belfast. This government was representative only of the
Protestant unionist community and discriminated freely against the
minority nationalists. The Protestant fortress held firm until the
emergence of the Northern Ireland Civil Rights movement in the
late-1960s, following which the province subsided into the civil
unrest widely known as The Troubles.
The Northern Ireland Question Nov 21 2021 Barton and Roche
have drawn on the expertise of scholars in Irish history, political
philosophy, sociology, demography and criminal and constitutional
law to provide a major contribution to understanding the dynamics
of the terrorist conflict that engulfed Northern Ireland for thirty
years. The legal dimension of the book provides accessible
understanding both of the use of the criminal law in response to
terrorism and of the constitutional status of Northern Ireland prior to
the 1998 Belfast Agreement. The Northern Ireland Question: Myth
and Reality explicates the civic character of unionism which

differentiates unionism as a form of political identity from the
ethnicity of traditional Irish nationalism. The contributions explore
the ambiguities of southern Irish politics with respect to 'the
Northern Ireland question' and challenge a conventional and widely
accepted understanding (inimical to unionism and unionists) of the
genesis of the terrorist conflict in Northern Ireland and the extent of
discrimination under the Stormont administration but without loss of
objectivity and professional detachment.
Society Under Siege Sep 07 2020
Northern Ireland in the Second World War Feb 10 2021 What was
the full impact of the Second World War on Northern Ireland and
how important was its role in the allied cause? This book assesses
Northern Ireland's contribution to the war effort—its industrial
production, its use as a base and training center for British and
American troops, its strategic importance in the Battle of the
Atlantic and the contribution of its volunteers to the allied
campaigns. Using recently released papers in Dublin, it looks anew
at the Blitz, particularly on whether the lights in neutral Eire helped
the German bombers in their devasting raids. It recreates much of
the atmosphere of what it was like to live for over 5 years under the
combined attentions of German bombers, shortages, bureancracy
and American soldiers. It examines the sensitive issues of why there
was no conscription, the initially lacklustre performance of the
Unionist government, de Valera's persistence with neutrality, and
the extent of the tensions between locals and GIs stationed here. The
long-term significance of the War—on inter-community relations,
on governmental relations north and south, and between Stormont
and Westminster - is assessed. It contends that in many of these
areas, and in the establishment of the post-war welfare state, the
Second World War was a major turning point in the history of
Northern Ireland.
A Treatise on Northern Ireland, Volume II Mar 02 2020 This
landmark synthesis of political science and historical

institutionalism is a detailed study of antagonistic ethnic
majoritarianism. Northern Ireland was coercively created through a
contested partition in 1920. Subsequently Great Britain compelled
Sinn Féin's leaders to rescind the declaration of an Irish Republic,
remain within the British Empire, and grant the Belfast Parliament
the right to secede. If it did so, a commission would consider
modifying the new border. The outcome, however, was the
formation of two insecure regimes, North and South, both of which
experienced civil war, while the boundary commission was
subverted. In the North a control system organized the new majority
behind a dominant party that won all elections to the Belfast
parliament until its abolition in 1972. The Ulster Unionist Party
successfully disorganized Northern nationalists and Catholics.
Bolstered by the 'Specials,' a militia created from the Ulster
Volunteer Force, this system displayed a pathological version of the
Westminster model of democracy, which may reproduce one-party
dominance, and enforce national, ethnic, religious, and cultural
discrimination. How the Unionist elite improvised this control
regime, and why it collapsed under the impact of a civil rights
movement in the 1960s, take center-stage in this second volume of
A Treatise on Northern Ireland. The North's trajectory is paired and
compared with the Irish Free State's incremental decolonization and
restoration of a Republic. Irish state-building, however, took place at
the expense of the limited prospect of persuading Ulster Protestants
that Irish reunification was in their interests, or consistent with their
identities. Northern Ireland was placed under British direct rule in
1972 while counter-insurgency practices applied elsewhere in its
diminishing empire were deployed from 1969 with disastrous
consequences. On January 1 1973, however, the UK and Ireland
joined the then European Economic Community. Many hoped that
would help end conflict in and over Northern Ireland. Such hopes
were premature. Northern Ireland appeared locked in a stalemate of
political violence punctuated by failed political initiatives.

Northern Ireland Nov 02 2022 The complete history of Northern
Ireland from the Irish Civil War to Brexit "A wonderful book,
beautifully written. . . . Informative and incisive."--Irish Times After
two decades of relative peace following the Good Friday Agreement
of 1998, the Brexit referendum in 2016 reopened the Northern
Ireland question. In this thoughtful and engaging book, Feargal
Cochrane considers the region's troubled history from the struggle
for Irish independence in the nineteenth century to the present. New
chapters explain the reasons for the suspension of devolved
government at Stormont in 2017 and its restoration in 2020 as well
as the consequences for Northern Ireland of Britain's decision to
leave the European Union. Providing a complete account of the
province's hundred-year history, this book is essential reading to
understand the present dimensions of the Northern Irish conflict.
American Policy and Northern Ireland Aug 31 2022 Thompson
examines the U.S. role--both governmental and that of IrishAmericans--in attempting to bring a resolution to the strife in
Northern Ireland. He concentrates on the efforts since 1967,
particularly the growth of American efforts to become the central
humanitarian player in the peace process. The U.S. government
stance was initially one of strict non-involvement. However, in the
aftermath of Vietnam and Watergate, diminished White House
authority encouraged Irish-American groups to challenge the
traditional Irish policy. Movement away from strict noninvolvement began with Congressional concern for the rising specter
of Irish-American anger at the treatment of northern Irish Catholics.
An important transition to humanitarian policy occurred during the
Reagan Administration. Contributing factors that helped the U.S.
government take a new direction in foreign policy were America's
failure to respond to the escalation of Northern Ireland violence, a
strong personal ethnic tie between the U.S. President and Speaker of
the House O'Neill, a personal link between President Reagan and
Prime Minister Thatcher, and intense lobbying by Irish-Americans

and the Irish government. After a brief period of silent diplomacy
during the Bush administration, the Clinton administration
succeeded in a public blitz to endorse steps necessary to bring peace
closer.
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